announcing bride's virginity (N. N. Rychkova), the image of magicians (M. I. Baiduzh), beliefs in communication with the dead (D. I. Antonov), and rituals of buying and selling of cattle (S. S. Makarov). The preface to the section was written by E. E. Levkievskaya, head of the expedition.
The section "Mythological personages in folklore" reviews both traditional and contemporary folk material. E. A. Dorokhova's article presented narratives about so-called dobrokhoty [invisible/hidden people] recorded in 1989 and 2014 on the border between Russia and Belarus' (the Novozybkovsky District in Bryansk region and the Vetka district in the Gomel region). M. O. Garder analyzed the motif 'cows appear from the water,' which is widespread in the Russian North and seems to be analogous to Finnish folktales. V. I. Shilkin discussed material on magicians and witches collected in Volgograd region. O. V. Boitsova reveals the genesis of image of the imaginary donor ('hares' and 'foxes') that parents invented to give presents to their children and transformation of this image in the 20 th century. The section "Expeditions" includes the material collected in the Velsky district, Arkhangelsk region (articles by E. P. Strel'tsova, A. Yu. Ulanova, O. Yu. Emets and A. P. Strel'tsova); in the Dyachkino Sloboda in Rostov region (A. V. Bredikhin); and in the village of Volokovaya in Nenets Autonomous Okrug (A. N. Rassykhaev).
The second issue opened with the section "Word-textimage" dedicated to the visual aspects of the traditional culture. L. N. Vinogradova analyzes the image of death personified in the iconography of Western Europe and Old Russia and compares it with Slavic beliefs. V. Ya. Petrukhin reviews 'obscene' motifs in descriptions of mythological personages and creatures mentioned in chronicles, comparing them with personages from Russian and Finno-Ugrian folklore. The article "Burial altars: Literary solutions to archaeological problems" by L. A. Belyaev provides ethnoarchaeological commentary to literary references to burials on altars that contradict the tradition (but not the canon). G. I. Kabakova discovered the literary source of a 19 th century lubok 'Genesis and evolution of Baba Yaga' -'The Tale of the Nobleman of Zaoleshye…' by V. Levshin (1780) ." The article "About bliny, the son-in-law and the mother-in-law" by A. B. Moroz is based on the lubok 'Bliny-maker' (the end of the 18 th century) and discusses erotic connotations connected with pancakes and the process of making them in calendar rituals, wedding rites, and non-ritual folklore. O. Yu. Boitsova analyzes the vernacular prohibition on taking photos from a semiotic viewpoint.
Regional material from Perm made up the section "Folklore studies in academic centers: The Perm University." E. M. Chetina gave an overview of the activities of the Laboratory of Visual and Cultural Anthropology at Perm State University. The articles included in the section present the results of collecting and academic conceptualization of peasant's written memoirs and family chronicles: "'Everything happened, both good and bad…' ('Story of One Family' by Nina Ivanova)" by E. M. Chetina and E. A. Klyuikova; "Modern rural biographic narrative: Galina Anfyorova's essay 'Granny'" by S. Yu. Korolyova, K. V. Vinogradova, and N. M. Teplova; materials on naïve literature "'Home poetry' by Pyotr Ivanov" by A. S. Belomestnova, and I. V. Osipova; "'Life story and fate in form of poems' (works by Ekaterina Zvereva)" by M. V. Kurochkina and S. Yu. Korolyova; "'Naïve' civic poetry by Georgy Bashkirtsev: texts and contexts" by B. V. Kondakov and M.V. Kurochkina.
The section "Regional folkore: Eastern frontier of the Vologda and Kostroma regions" presents the material collected during the Toponymical expedition by the Ural 
